DETERMNING THE OPTIMAL ACCESS DESIGN OF MANAGED LANES CONSIDERING DYNAMIC PRICING
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ABSTRACT

Managed Lanes (MLs) are designated lanes in which the flow of traffic is managed by limiting vehicle eligibility, restricting facility access, or dynamic price tolls. In expressways, MLs play a key role in improving traffic mobility, efficiency, and safety, in addition to generating revenue for transportation agencies. MLs have emerged as an effective dynamic traffic management strategy. In recent years, several major cities in the United States have introduced managed lane systems such as ETLs (Expressway Toll Lanes), HOT (High-Occupancy Toll) lanes, or HOV (High Occupancy Vehicle) lanes. Previous research has indicated that there is an association between the installation of the MLs and the improvement of the traffic operation and safety in expressways.

This study focuses on the design of the weaving segments near the access zones. The access zones usually form weaving segments since on-ramp vehicles want to enter the MLs through the ingress and off-ramp vehicles want to exit MLs through the egress. These on- and off-ramp vehicles will weave with the mainline traffic on GPLs. Figure 1 shows the weaving segments where L1 is the ingress weaving segment length and L2 is the length of the egress weaving segment.

Microsimulation techniques were developed and applied to determine the optimal accessibility level to maximize system-wide efficiency. Deciding the sufficient length and the location of the weaving access zones was also a principal objective of the research. VISSIM microsimulation was used for developing the network due to its feature of simulating dynamic priced managed lanes. In simulation, the lane choice mimicked driver’s choice behavior at dynamic tolls based on modeling components and algorithms generated in VISSIM. The research consisted of extensive data collection from microsimulation scenarios that included a 9-mile network of a managed lane segment for a main expressway in south Florida (I-95). A total of 32 scenarios were built and tested in VISSIM with
different accessibility levels and weaving lengths. Ten simulation runs were applied with different random seeds for each scenario.

The network was well calibrated and validated by comparing the operational measurements for both simulated and field data. Hence, the simulated network replicated the geometric design and the traffic operations. Seven measures of effectiveness were determined to achieve the aim of the study. For the safety measurements, conflict frequency, conflict rate, speed standard deviation, and average time to collision were used to determine the minimum weaving length at the access zones. With respect to the operational measures of effectiveness, travel speed, time efficiency, and average delay were used as performance measurements to determine the optimal accessibility level and weaving decision length.

The Surrogate Safety Assessment Model (SSAM) was adopted to determine the conflict frequency, which is highly correlated with the crash frequency in the field. The vehicle trajectory files from VISSIM were imported into SSAM to obtain the detailed information of the conflicts. Five surrogate measurements were extracted from SSAM to evaluate the safety of the network including TTC, Post-Encroachment Time (PET), Maximum Speed (MaxS), the difference in vehicle speeds (DeltaS), and Maximum Deceleration (MaxD). An ANOVA test was carried out to compare the surrogate measures in MLs and GPLs. The results showed that TTC (F-value=13.24, p-value=0.0003) and PET (F-value=35.66, p-value<0.0001) were higher in the MLs, which indicated that MLs were safer than GPLs. Meanwhile, the maximum speed of the two vehicles in the conflict was higher in the MLs than the GPLs (F-value=61.98, p-value<0.0001). Compared to MLs, GPLs had lower conflict risk with higher MaxD (F-value=6.75, p-value=0.0096). Another significant result was that GPLs had higher conflict angle than MLs (F-value=18.8, p-value<0.0001). This result could have been due to the higher number of lane-change conflicts to rear-end conflicts in GPLs than MLs. Additionally, the results showed no significant difference in DeltaS (F-value=0.04, p-value=0.8476) between MLs and GPLs.

The findings indicated that there was a positive relationship between low risk and the presence of MLs. The results of the conflict rate revealed that a minimum length of 1,000 feet is the optimal length for the weaving segments near access zones, as shown in Figure 2. Conflict rate reduced in the MLs by 48% and 11% in the peak and off-peak traffic conditions, respectively. Analysis of conflict frequency confirmed the results of the operational analysis that one access zone is the optimal accessibility level.

![FIGURE 2 Conflict rate for various weaving lengths (conflict/ 1,000 vehicle-mile per hour)](image-url)
The safety analysis of the access design in MLs was successfully demonstrated. The findings of this study have several important implications for future practice or policy. It is recommended that both access control level and weaving configuration should be taken into account when designing the access openings of MLs for expressways. The study gives recommendations to the transportation agencies for improving the mobility and the efficiency of the MLs. After comparing the surrogate safety measures between MLs and GPLs, it was found that MLs were safer than GPLs since it had higher time-to-collision, higher post-encroachment-time, and lower maximum deceleration. A log-linear model was developed for investigating the safest access zone design that would minimize traffic conflicts. The conclusions of the log-linear model were consistent with other models (Tobit model and Negative binomial model). Analysis of conflicts proposed that one accessibility level is the safest option in a 9-miles network. Additionally, it was found that a length of 1,000 feet per lane change is indeed the optimal length for the weaving segments. Furthermore, from the findings of this study, a weaving length of 600 feet per lane change is not recommended near the access zones of the MLs.

Future research should focus on improving the safety of the MLs. Apart from the operational and safety measurements, driving behavior measurements should be applied in the hopes that they have a significant influence on the network. It can be done by utilizing driving simulator experiments. For future prospects, intelligent transportation systems (ITS) strategies (e.g. connected vehicles, variable speed limit, etc.) should be tested with MLs using simulation technique. Recently, several new designs have been established to connect the ramps with the MLs. New technologies and transportation strategies are being proposed for maximizing the traffic performance in MLs. The active traffic management (ATM) techniques should be tested with MLs using a simulation technology for safety improvement. In addition, one of the new applications of ATM is examining the impact of autonomous vehicles and connected vehicles to enhance the traffic operation performance simultaneously with the safety benefits at the facility. These new strategies may be excellent approaches for improving the traffic safety and operation at MLs since it is responsive to real-time traffic.
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